Digital and IT glossary
Term Definition
A/P Accounts payable. These are unpaid bills. They are accounts of what is owed
to suppliers.
A/R Accounts receivable. These are sales that have been made but the money has
not yet been received.
Abstraction The programmer tries to ensure that the entity is named in a manner that will
make sense and that it will have all the relevant aspects included for that
situation.
Accountancy Measuring or processing financial information.
AES Advanced Encryption Standard. This is a standardised encryption cipher
intended to supersede the DES standard. It is a private key symmetric block
cipher.
Agent A person who acts on behalf of another person or group.
Agile approach A management methodology used in systems development, the core
principles of which are collaboration, self-organisation, and communication
between the client and developers. It consists of five stages: exploration,
planning, designing, building, and testing.
Analysis A detailed look at requirements, risk and design options, which informs the
systems design and helps define the scope of a project.
API Application Programming Interface. Allows for applications to communicate
with one another.
Architecture A formal description of a system, or a detailed plan of the system at
component level to guide its implementation. It sets out the structure of
components, their inter-relationships, and the principles and guidelines
governing their design and evolution over time.
Attack vectors This is a path or means by which a hacker can gain access to a computer or
network server in order to deliver a payload or malicious outcome. This can
include viruses, email attachments, web pages, pop-up windows, instant
messages, chat rooms, and deception.
Attribute An attribute is a field (or column) in a database.
Audits Examination and analysis of the system and/or data generate interpretations
and conclusions to make decisions upon. Example: Performing an audit on a
database might highlight data that needs to be updated or deleted due to
duplication.
Authentication This is the process of verifying the identity of a person or a data source.
Authenticity This relates to an object's trustworthiness, reliability and accuracy.
Avalanche effect This is a desirable property of an encryption algorithm. An algorithm that
displays this property will show a large change in the algorithm output for
only a small change in the input.
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Backdoor Software that manages to bypass the normal security of a system, allowing
cyber criminals remote access to a system.
Backups The copying of data into an archive to help avoid data loss.
Bandwidth The amount of information that can be sent over a network connection at any
one time.
Bayesian probability This theory is based on the work of an 18th century mathematician, called
theory Thomas Bayes. The theory tries to predict how likely an event is to occur in
the future.
Biometric This takes human characteristics and uses them as a form of identity (such
authentication as fingerprints, voice activation, and retinal scans).
Black hat hacker A person who attempts to find vulnerabilities in a computer security system
and exploit them for malicious reasons such as personal financial gain.
Block cipher A block cipher is an algorithm which operates on fixed-length groups of bits
which are known as blocks.
Browsing Browsing means scanning and viewing different web pages, casually rather
than searching with a particular intent.
Caching This is where data from a website is saved to your computer so that it can be
retrieved quickly when you access that page again. It makes browsing faster.
Capital investment Money or funds invested to buy assets such as servers.
Cascade delete A setting on a database which when enabled and a primary key (PK) is
deleted, then any data related to that key in connected tables will also be
deleted.
Cascade update A setting on a database which when enabled and a data connected to a
primary key (PK) is updated, then any data related to that key in connected
tables will also be updated.
CASE tools Computer-Aided Software Engineering tools. Productivity tools for systems
analysts. They improve routine work through the use of automated support.
Using case tools increases analyst productivity and improves analyst-user
communication. It also helps with integrating lifecycle activities. Productivity
tools for systems analysts.
Cash on hand This is the total amount of any accessible cash.
Catfishing Tricking people by using a fake identity.
CEO Chief Executive Officer. Represents the company to outside organisations. A
CEO does not run the day-to-day operations but is responsible for long-term
planning. The highest-ranking person in a company or other institution.
CESG This is the Communications-Electronics Security Group which is part of the
National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) which in turn is part of the
Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ).
Change Helping people to transition from one system to another.
management
Cipher An algorithm for transforming plaintext into ciphertext.
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Ciphertext This means the encoded message.
Closed questions These types of questions can gain confirmation or not, asked with limited
opportunities for a reply, e.g. “Would you like a cup of tea?”.
Cloud services This is data storage or applications that are provided by a remote service
provider.
Cloud-based storage Storing files somewhere other than your computer's hard drive and accessing
them through the internet.
Coaxial cable A type of cable used to transmit high frequency signals with low losses. It is
typically used for telephone communications and broadband networking
cables.
Collaboration Where two or more systems or process work together to complete a task.
Combined data sets To amalgamate the findings to create a neat display of graphical information.
Commodified To commercialise something. Example: Charging for access to a service
through the cloud, so you pay for what you want/use.
Compatibility Whether two devices or systems can understand one another.
Compliance Procedures for ensuring a company complies with organisational policies.
Computer Misuse An Act outlining that it is illegal to gain unauthorised access to computer
Act programmes or data; or to gain unauthorised access with intent to commit a
serious crime; or performing unauthorised modification of computer content.
Confusion Makes relationship between ciphertext and key as complex as possible.
COO Chief Operations Officer. Oversees the day-to-day administrative and
operational parts of a business
Copyright, Design Act outlining legal rights to created content which is recorded, written or
and Patents Act painted, etc.
CRM Customer Relationship Management. This is a strategy for managing all
forms of contact with customers.
Cryptanalysis This is codebreaking. It is the study of the principles and methods of
deciphering ciphertext without knowing the key.
Cryptography This is the study of encryption principles and methods.
Cryptology This is the field of both cryptography and cryptanalysis.
CSS Cascading Style Sheet. The style to be applied to the content (e.g. colour,
type).
DAS Direct-Attached Storage. A digital storage system directly attached to a server
or workstation, without a storage network in between.
Data Facts and figures.
Data inconsistency Data that is entered differently in different records, which should be the same.
Data mining The process of going through a pre-existing data set in a database, finding
anomalies, patterns and correlations within large data sets to predict outcomes.
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Data packet A formatted unit of data.
Data packet sniffing Software used to capture packets of data that flow through a computer
network (similar to a wiretap on a telephone network).
Data redundancy Data that is repeated unnecessarily.
Data reliability When data is complete and able to be used for processing for its purpose.
Database An organised collection of data.
Debug To try a program, then fix any mistakes.
DES Data Encryption Standard. This is a standardised block cipher for encryption.
It was published in 1977. It is a private key symmetric block cipher.
Diffusion Dissipates statistical structure of plaintext over bulk of ciphertext.
Digital commerce The electronic buying and selling of goods.
Digital An electronic exchange of information.
communication
Digital etiquette An electronic standard of conduct or procedure.
Digital literacy The process of teaching and learning about technology and the use of
technology.
Digital rights and Those freedoms extended to everyone in a digital world.
responsibilities
Digital security (self- Electronic precautions to guarantee safety.
protection)
Direct questions These types of questions need to be used carefully as they may be deemed
aggressive or impolite if used frequently.
Dirty data Dirty data is a term used to describe data that is inaccurate, inconsistent or
incomplete.
Disk library A high-capacity storage system that holds a quantity of CD-ROM, DVD or
magneto-optic (MO) disks in a storage rack and feeds them to one or more
drives for reading and writing.
DoS Denial of Service. A cyber-attack in which the attacker tries to make a
machine or network resource unavailable by temporarily or indefinitely by
flooding the targeted machine with requests to overload the system.
DPA Data Protection Act. The Data Protection Act provides a legal basis for the
privacy and protection of data of UK citizens and businesses. This Act gives
individuals the right to know what information is held. It’s regulated by the
Information Commissioner.
DRM Digital rights management. A set of access control technologies for
restricting the use of copyrighted works. It controls access to content through
encryption, password protection and/or watermarks
DRP Disaster recovery plan. A document covering the set of actions to do before,
during and after the event of a disaster; it aims to minimise lasting impact to
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the business, by protecting and recovering the business and IT infrastructure.
E-commerce This stands for electronic commerce. It refers to buying and selling goods
online via a website or app.
Email Email, or electronic mail, are messages which are sent electronically over a
communications network from one device to another.
Email threat Using email communications with malicious file attachments and/or
phishing.
Encapsulation The technique where you make fields within an object or class private.
Encrypt Encrypt means to convert data or information into a code to prevent other
people from reading it. Plaintext is turned into ciphertext.
Enterprise A for-profit organisation, business or company.
Entity An entity is another name for a table in a database.
ERD Entity Relationship Diagram. This type of diagram shows the tables in a
database and the relationships between them.
EU Data Protection A directive to uniform all EU Data Protection laws aiming online privacy rights
Directive and boost the digital economy.
Feistel cipher This is a type of substitution-permutation network. The encryption process
structure goes through a series of rounds. Each round consists of a substitution cipher
followed by a permutation cipher. The input to each round is divided into two
halves. The right half goes through the round unchanged and the algorithm is
only applied to the left half. However, the operation that is applied to the left
half depends on the data in the right half in combination with the encryption
key.
Fibre optic cable Cable that contains optical fibres that carry light. These are typically used for
high-speed data connections.
Firewall Puts a protective barrier around a computer or network of computers to
prevent access.
FK Foreign Key. An identifier that refers to the value of a Primary Key (PK) in
another table.
Flash A retired unsupported multimedia technology that used to be for animation
and interactive content on a website.
Flat file database In a flat file database, all of the data is stored in one table. Each line of text
holds only one record.
Function Generally gets information from the main program, performs some tasks and
returns information back to the program.
Gap analysis The difference between where you are and where you want to be.
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation. European Union (EU) law on data
protection. It provides privacy for all EU and European Economic Area (EEA)
citizens. It aims to give them control over their personal data.
Good corporate This is the practice of developing, cultivating and maintaining a corporate
identity or brand to work with employees and customers. With an overall aim
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communication to have customers, employees and clients all joined up and sharing in the
company's successes.
Good one-to-one This is the interaction that takes place between two people. Effective
communication communication in this manner is usually used to pass on feedback, discuss
personal development or improve performance.
Good team This is the interaction that takes place among the members of a work team or
communication group. Effective team communication is vital to the success of the group in
performing its role as well as to the morale and work enjoyment of its
members.
Grounded theory A process of constructing theories by collating and analysing data. It is
inductive in that the cycle of collating and analysing is repeated until the
analysis is complete.
Hack / trial and error By repeatedly trying to guess the account and password the hacker may
strike lucky. This process can be automated through a program which will
perform repetitive task of guessing passwords faster.
Hacking Gaining unauthorised access to data in a system or computer.
Hash functions Hash functions are used to create digital signatures and also to detect
changes to a message. A 'fingerprint' is created for a file, message or block
by mapping data of an arbitrary size to data of a fixed size. The hash function
is usually public and there is no key.
Hazard A hazard is something that can cause harm.
HCI Human-computer interaction. The study of how people interact with
computers. HCI aims to learn the who, what, where, when, how and why for
the design and testing of the current system.
Health and Safety There are many health and safety regulations throughout the UK. If an
regulations organisation doesn't follow these regulations they can be penalised.
Hierarchy The organisational structure in which items are ranked according to their
levels of importance. This may be within a network or system of computers.
HPC system High performance computing system. The use of parallel processing.
HR Human Resources. Documented standards for hiring personnel, training and
evaluation.
HTML Hypertext Mark-up Language. The language that webpages and web content
is produced by.
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol. Defines how messages are formatted and
transmitted, and what actions web servers and browsers should take in
response to various commands.
Hybrid In the context of sourcing this refers to work that is partially insourced and
outsourced.
Hypervisor This is a computer software or hardware which creates and runs virtual
machines.
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service.
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Information Information is data that has been processed into something that is
meaningful.
Inherent risk The natural level of risk associated with a process or activity. It is the level of
risk that cannot be avoided or transferred, it has to be accepted.
In-house Something that is created entirely within an organisation is described as inhouse.
Input mask A string of characters that allocates the format of information, so user inputs
are changed to the desired format. An example is when a data cell is set to
'Date DD-MM-YYYY' format, then if 2.2.22 is entered then the input mask will
change it to 02-02-2022.
Insourced Work performed entirely by an organisation’s own staff.
Inventory on hand This is the amount of stock currently available and present.
Invocation authority The person responsible for invoking the disaster recovery plan in the event of
a disaster and who decides it can be stopped when everything is up and
running.
IP Internet protocols. A set of rules and procedures that specify how data is
formatted and transmitted between computer systems across networks.
IP spoofing A hacker sends a message to a computer on the network using a ‘trusted’ IP
address and changes the packet headers, so it looks like it is coming from the
trusted host.
Iris scans Biometrics using the iris. Unlike retina scanning, iris scanning can be
accomplished when the recipient is wearing glasses or contact lenses.
ISO 9001 A standard for quality management systems.
Iteration Also known as Loops. A common feature in programming that allows
executing a piece of code more than once (a counter, for example).
KDD Knowledge Discovery (mining) in Databases. Process of knowledge
extraction, data/pattern analysis, data archaeology, information harvesting,
and other intelligence reports. Currently the terms data mining and knowledge
discovery are used interchangeably.
Key This is information used in a cipher which is known only by the sender and
receiver.
Keylogger A small program installed on a computer system to steal passwords or
sensitive data.
LMS Learning Management System. A software application, that is usually webbased, which is used to administer educational and training courses. It tracks
students and courses and reports on progress.
Loop A repetition of all or part of the commands in a program.
Magnetic tape A high-capacity data storage system for storing, retrieving, reading and
storage writing multiple magnetic tape cartridges. Magnetic tape is long narrow thin
plastic strip coated in magnetic material; data is recorded onto it by using
electricity to create changes to the magnetic field on the tape.
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Malware This is any software that harms a user's device. It can include the following
non-exhaustive list: viruses, trojans, rootkits, worms, spyware, timebombs and
ransomware.
Mandate To give someone authority to act in a certain way.
Metrology The study and science of measurements and measuring.
Migrate The process of transferring the entire user environment between two
systems.
MLS Multi-Layer Switch. These switches allow the network to only allow traffic of
data to be sent where it is needed. This greatly reduces any unwanted traffic
and allows the layers to be managed differently.
Mood board An arrangement of images, materials, pieces of text, etc. used to give a
general idea of a topic or project. They may be created in a physical or digital
form.
Multiple data sets Also known as multiple data sources. When data is collected it usually is from
different formats, systems and places. This leads to analysis and review will
be able to be displayed in a variety of creative ways in order to correlate the
data.
NAS Network-Attached Storage. A file-level computer data storage system
connected to a computer network providing data access to clients on that
network.
Network interface This is an expansion card in a computer that connects the computer to a
cards network.
Network protocol A set of rules which enable communication between network devices.
Network protocol This involves attackers exploiting network loopholes, for instance open ports
threat to allow access to a system.
Network Topology The arrangement of components in a communication network.
NOS Network Operating System. A type of systems software that is specifically
written to support networking functions.
Obsolescence The state of being old and outdated. In the context of systems development,
obsolete systems are replaced by newer ones that are more efficient than
their predecessors.
Offshore Work performed in another geographical area or country.
Offsite Work performed away from a department's site but in the same geographical
area. For example, a network engineer may leave the office to visit a server
room or client in the local area.
OLAP Online Analytical Processing. Systems that allow organisations to analyse
database information from multiple database systems at one time.
OLTP Online Transaction Processing. All the business tasks that need to be
performed when a customer makes a purchase.
One-to-one meeting A meeting with two people, usually a manager and one of their direct reports.
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Onsite Work performed at a department's site. For example, an IT technician fixing a
staff member's computer in the same building as their usual office.
OOAD Object-Orientated Analysis and Design. This approach assists in the
development of systems that change rapidly in response to dynamic business
environments. It involves the analysis of a small part of the system, which is
then followed by design, and ultimately implementation. The cycle is then
repeated until the project is complete.
OOP Object Oriented Programming. Allows for discrete, self-contained, reusable
units of code as parts of the program are created separately.
Open questions These types of questions invite people to talk rather than just answer yes or
no.
Open source Open source is an alternative to traditional software development. Usually
any code written belongs to the author and is hidden from users. Open source
software is free to distribute, share, and modify. Examples include Linux
Operating System, Apache Web Server, Mozilla Firefox.
Open System This is a conceptual module used to standardise communications between
Interconnection computers.
OSI model Open system interconnection (OSI) model. A theoretical model that defines
how networks work. It has seven layers and describes the function of the data
flow within each layer. Protocols or rules at each layer set out how data is
handled.
Outsourced Work performed entirely by a supplier’s staff.
PaaS Platform as a Service.
Packet sniffer A computer program that can intercept data traffic on a network. It then logs
that information and sends it to the eavesdropper.
Parallel processing Where a process is split, and the parts are then run simultaneously on
different processors. For example, when processing a film, the video file can
be processed on one processor while the special digital effects can be
handled by another.
Payload This is malicious code carried by attack vectors such as, spyware, Trojanhorses, diallers, destructive code and other malware. Some attacks deliver
multiple payloads (warheads).
Permutation cipher This is also known as a transposition cipher. The letters of a message are
rearranged without changing any of the letters.
PESTLE This is a process for gaining an overview of the Political, Economic, Social,
Technological, Legal and Environmental factors relating to a business.
Phishing Tricking people into divulging their account details (e.g. passwords).
Piggybacking Using another person's insecure wireless internet connection.
Ping of death Large amounts of data are sent to a server with the aim of overloading and
crashing it.
PK Primary Key. An identifier that unique for every tuple. One attribute within a
table is selected to be the primary key.
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Plaintext This means the original message before it is encrypted.
Polymorphism Refers to the fact that a coded method can have multiple forms each with the
same class name but with different inputs and/or outputs.
Port scanning This is used to scan a server or a host for open ports so the hacker can find
out what services are running on a network so vulnerabilities can be misused.
Ports Connect protocols and IP address together. Computers have several ports for
data to pass through.
Project Ensuring projects come in on time and on budget.
management
Promotion of deeds Activity that supports or encourages a cause, venture, or aim.
Promotion of The publicising of a service or venture so as to increase sales or public
service awareness.
Promotion of staff When a staff member gets a more senior role (usually with more
responsibility and a higher wage).
Protocol A set of rules for sending data between two devices e.g. computers.
Pseudocode A list of steps written in English, which must be written in the correct order.
For example, instructions for a recipe - you must mix the ingredients together
before baking the mixture.
Public key To use a pair of keys; a public one and a private one. This uses a pair of keys.
cryptography A public-key is used to encrypt messages and verify signatures. A private-key
is used to decrypt messages and create signatures. The public-key can be
known by anyone, but the private-key is only known by the recipient of the
message. A public-key is also known as an asymmetric key because those
who encrypt messages or verify signatures cannot decrypt messages or
create signatures.
QA Quality Assurance. This is a method that ensures that staff are following
defined quality processes. For example, in the area of information security it
makes sure staff are following standards in design, coding, testing and
configuration management.
Qualitative research A scientific method of observation to gather non-numerical data. This type of
research refers to the meanings, concepts, definitions, characteristics,
metaphors, symbols, and description of things.
Quality control Organisations conduct tests to ensure that products meet standards. In
information security this means validating that software is free from defects
and meets user expectations.
Quality manual Documented quality procedures.
Quantitative data Any data that is in numerical form such as statistics, percentages, etc.
RAID Redundant Array of Independent Disks. A storage technology that combines
multiple disk drive components into a logical unit.
Rapid elasticity The ability to provide scalable services - users can request that resources be
allocated or de-allocated accordingly.
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Red hat hacker Similar to a white hat hacker, except they will employ aggressive methods to
try to shut down the malicious (black hat) hacker, such as uploading viruses
and accessing his/her computer to try to destroy it.
Referential integrity Referential integrity refers to the accuracy of the data within a relationship in
a database. For example, if a value of one attribute of a relationship
references a value of another attribute, then the referenced value must exist.
So, referential integrity requires that, whenever a foreign key value is used it
must reference a valid, existing primary key.
Relational database Several tables are joined together in a database.
Remote diagnostics Remote diagnostics is the term for any system that can diagnose a problem
or defect from a distance.
Remotely hosted Services or data which are hosted on remote infrastructure.
Resilient computing When there are faults or challenges to normal operation, this allows an
acceptable level of service to be maintained.
Resource How to get the most out of the resources in a company.
management
Resource pooling Used to describe resources that can be shared across several projects.
Retinal scans Biometrics using the retina. The retina is the rear of the eye and, like a
fingerprint, everyone has a biological unique configuration. A retina remains
the same from birth, acting as a constant and reliable method of
identification.
Risk A risk is the chance, high or low, that a hazard will cause harm.
Risk assessment This plots risks in a matrix according to their likelihood (probability) and
matrix table impact.
Risk factors A term to describe something that could affect the likelihood or impact of a
risk.
Risk management Identifying and managing what could go wrong in a project. To help with risk
management in work environments, employees frequently carry out risk
assessments to identify and resolve hazards more efficiently. Sometimes risk
matrixes are used to help assess an area.
Risk matrix These are often used when carrying out risk assessments, as the matrix is
designed to help work out the likelihood of a hazard becoming a risk. Risk
assessment forms can be filled in more accurately with the aid of risk
matrixes.
Rootkits and botnets A zombie or bot is often created through an internet port that has been left
open by a developer and through which a small Trojan horse program can be
left for future activation.
RPO Recovery Point Objective. The last copy of your data that is out of harm’s way,
that can be used to restore data to a previous state.
RSA Rivest, Shamir, Adleman. One of the first and most popular public-key
cryptosystems. It is named after its creators. The key pairs are generated by
picking large prime numbers.
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RTO Recovery Time Objective. The point in time when you must have at least the
critical aspects of your business operational again.
SaaS Software as a Service.
SAN Storage Area Network. A dedicated network that provides access to
consolidated, block level data storage.
Scalability The ability of a computing process to be used in a variety of ways.
SDLC Systems development life cycle. A structured approach to solving business
problems. It consists of six specific steps: planning, analysis, design,
development, implementation, and maintenance.
Selective coding Select the core category (match hypotheses) and explain the minor category
(against hypotheses) with additional supporting data.
Self-host A dedicated server located at your place of work or home.
Separate data sets Requires a very large results section and requires regular summaries of data
findings which will need to culminate in a final drawing together of the
findings so that the reader can make sense of the diversity presented.
SLA Service Level Agreement. An agreement between supplier and customer
setting out their commitment to supporting a product.
Software A set of instructions or programs which instruct a computer to carry out
specific tasks.
Software threat Cyber-attacks on a device, database, application or other digital system. The
attacks usually manipulate, delete or overwhelm parts of the system to
exploit, disrupt or disable it.
S-P Network Substitution-Permutation Network. This is a series of linked mathematical
operations which are used in block cipher algorithms. Some of the operations
are substitution ciphers and others are permutation ciphers.
Sponsor A person or organisation that pays for or contributes to the costs involved.
Spyware A hidden program that collects data about computer activities, such as
usernames and passwords, without the user's knowledge.
SQL Injection One of the most common web hacking techniques. When asking a user for
input on a web page, e.g. Username/ID, a malicious code is input instead.
SSL Secure Socket Layer. The most widely used protocol to encrypt a connection
between web servers and web clients. A cryptographic protocol providing
endpoint authentication, public key encryption and certificate-based
authentication.
Stakeholder Anyone with an interest in a business, such as investors, suppliers, managers,
staff and customers.
Storyboard A visual representation of what a website or product will look like, with basic
imagery and icons to represent the 'story' that the user will experience.
Substitution cipher In a substitution cipher each letter is replaced by another.
Succession planning Planning who will take over if a named responsible person is not available to
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carry out the plans.
SWOT This is a strategic planning technique for identifying Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats relating to a business.
Systems analyst This IT-based job role is responsible for analysing, designing and
implementing information systems.
Systems thinking The process of investigating how systems interact with each other.
Table A table is a collection of related data organised into a structured format,
consisting of columns, and rows.
Tailgating Tailgating is type of security breach where a person 'tricks' their way into a
building. For example, an employee opening a door and holding it open for
others and letting an unauthorised person in, or allowing a uniformed worker
into a building without checking their ID.
Tampering This means making changes or altering something in order to cause damage.
TCP Transmission Control Protocol. TCP provides delivery of a stream of data
between applications running on hosts communicating via an IP network.
Team meeting A meeting with a group of people (usually who work together regularly).
Terminate a risk Stopping the activity causing the risk and accepting any consequences that
arise from doing so.
Timeshare The sharing of a computer resource between many users.
Tolerate a risk Accepting the risk, possibly because the cost of taking any action is too high
or the impact of the risk is low.
Topology The placement of various elements of a network. This may be for instance
physical topology or logical topology. Physical topology is the placement of
components of a network, for instance device location and cable location.
Logical topology shows how data moves within a network.
TPS Transaction Processing Systems. This is a type of information system. The
systems collects, processes and reports on all transactions (purchases and
sales) made by an organisation.
Transfer a risk Taking out insurance or contracting the risky activity to someone else.
Treat a risk Taking actions to reduce the likelihood of the risk occurring and minimising
its impact if it does.
Trend analysis The process of looking for patterns within data.
Trojan horse A computer program that disguises itself as legitimate software but causes
damage when run.
Tuple A tuple is a database record.
Twisted pair cable A common type of wiring in which conductors of a circuit are twisted together
to form an improved electromagnetic connection.
Ubiquitous Data or services are available from anywhere.
UML Unified Modelling Language. A collection of different ways of diagramming a
system, its user journeys, its code and processes. It is an important tool so a
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design can be explained and understood to team members and stakeholders.
Universal document The ability to access documents from anywhere.
access
URL Uniform Resource Locator. An address that identifies a specific web page.
Validation This is a method of minimising errors during data entry. There are many
techniques that can be used to ensure that a database is easy to use and
reduce input errors. You can use look up lists, character lengths and data
limits. You can also create an input mask.
Variable A reference label to hold a value of data, it is usually represented by a letter or
a word. For instance a variable called 'CompanyName' could be created, with
the value set to 'Walkers', this could be used in coding content generation, you
could later change the value to 'Lays' if the company name changes, all the
code that uses the variable 'CompanyName' will now use the value 'Lays' not
'Walkers'.
Versioning The management of multiple releases of a product.
Virtual machine A machine that emulates a computer system.
Virtualisation Creating a virtual version of real hardware such as a device or resource.
Virus A piece of destructive software that is capable of copying itself, usually
having a detrimental effect to the system or data.
VoIP Voice over IP. This is a protocol, or set of rules, for transmitting voice data
over the Internet.
VPS Virtual private server. An in-between solution and allows you the freedom of a
dedicated server but shared with others.
W3C World wide web consortium. International organisation that works to develop
web standards and improve accessibility.
WAN Wide Area Network. A network of telecommunications that covers a large
geographical area, usually to connect computers together.
Web scripting A computer programming language which allows readers to add information
to a page as they view it. For example, they may enter information to pass on
to another department of an online business.
White hat hacker A specialist in computer security who is usually hired by an organisation to
intentionally break into protected systems and networks to test and assess
their security. They aim to improve security by finding vulnerabilities before
malicious hackers find and exploit them.
Wireframe A visual guide or blueprint that represents the basic framework of a website.
Wireframes are created to represent the structure of a system and/or a
creative idea.
Wiretap A connection that is installed on a telephone line that allows the
eavesdropper to listen in to the conversation.
Worm Small piece of software that uses networks and security holes to replicate
itself.
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WPA Wi-Fi Protected Access. A security protocol to secure wireless computer
networks.
WPA3 Wi-Fi Protected Access 3. The latest version of WPA, available since January
2018, providing more comprehensive security to wireless networks.
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